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The Rogues of Regent Street 4-Book Bundle 2011-08-30

New York Times bestselling author Julia London is a superstar of historical romance and the rogues of regent street novels rank among the genre's most enchanting. This ebook bundle brings the entire four volume series together for the first time: the dangerous gentleman, the ruthless charmer, the beautiful stranger, and the secret lover. Adrian Spence is determined that no one woman—not even the wanton wife he stole from his own brother—will ever possess the dangerous gentleman. For Julian Dane, scandal results from a moment of reckless abandon with the only beauty ever to refuse the ruthless charmer. After a shocking crime, Arthur Christian is forced to flee and compelled to rethink his rakish ways with the woman he knows only as the beautiful stranger. Sophie Dane, no longer the trusting debutante of her youth, returns to England and finds a kindred soul familiar with the sting of betrayal in the secret lover.

Ruthless Charmer 2000-10

Lady Claudia is one woman who can resist Julian Dane. Julian vows to teach her everything he knows of passion, but Claudia in her innocent ardor promises to challenge him to the most dangerous emotion of all: wild, all-consuming love.

The Ruthless Charmer 2008-11-12

No woman could resist Julian Dane except Lady Claudia Whitney. Julian had known her since childhood, but the headstrong lass had grown into a beautiful woman. Julian vows to teach her everything he knows about passion, but Claudia in her most innocent ardor promises to challenge him to the most dangerous emotion of all: wild, all-consuming love. The rogue met his match in the woman he was forced to wed.

The Dangerous Gentleman 2009-01-16

With her trademark sensuality and dazzling storytelling, Julia London brings us the rogues of regent street. Three dashing aristocratic gentlemen whose scandalous exploits are the talk of the town. Adrian Spence, Earl of Albright, has earned his notoriety on the dueling field and in the finest drawing.
rooms and boudoirs of England this is his story it was strictly business as Adrian Spence claimed the woman his brother desired a hasty wedding and Lilliana Dashell was his sweet revenge on the father who disinherited him and the brother who let it happen their wedding night is a revelation as passionate innocent Lilliana ignites fires Adrian tries desperately to deny by day he is a stranger by night he is the lover of her dreams and she a shameless wanton in his arms but Adrian is determined that no woman will ever possess him and Lilliana knows that her only hope of taming this very dangerous gentleman is to unlock his deepest mysteries and open his shuttered heart to love

**The Beautiful Stranger 2008-12-10**

He was dangerous infamous scandalous and the most beautiful man she’d ever seen fighting for her land widowed Kerry McKinnon can’t believe the handsome Arthur has come to seize her home and leave her to a terrible fate yet from the moment they meet a scandalous passion ignites between them impossible to resist then a crime will force Kerry to flee with Arthur to England where a challenge to their love could drive them apart forever

**What Do I Read Next? 2002 2002-10-22**

By identifying similarities in various books this annual selection guide helps readers to independently choose titles of interest published in the last year each entry describes a separate book listing everything readers need to know to make selections arranged by author within six genre sections detailed entries provide title publisher and publication dateseriesnames and descriptions of characterstime period and geographical setting review citations story types brief plot summary selected other books by the authors similar books by different authors author title series character name character description time period geographic setting and genre sub genre indexes are included to facilitate research

**Live and Let Drood 2014-12-11**

The name is Drood Eddie Drood and yes I’m now the last recently my family was wiped out but I will get them back Eddie recently suffered a slight case of death but thanks for Molly his best girl who also happens to be a powerful witch he managed to get over that right quick unfortunately his family wasn’t so lucky his family home Drood Hall was destroyed in his absence and all of his relatives were killed he’s not fond of being the last Drood but he soon realises that things aren’t exactly as they appeared the home wasn’t destroyed it was caught in a dimension engine sending Drood Hall and everyone inside it into an alternate earth and replacing it with a burnt out dopplegänger Eddie’s family is out there somewhere all he has to do is find them live and let Drood is the sixth title in New York Times bestselling author Simon R Green’s Secret History Series featuring Eddie Drood

**A Remarkable Rogue 2022-07-26**
in the dangerous and glittering world of regency england no one is safe until you know who to trust baroness sydney rowland has spent a lifetime keeping secrets now that the husband she despised is dead she ll do anything to get her young son back and protect him however she can and that includes risking her life when she s coerced into working for a revolutionary group determined to overthrow the government captain nathaniel reed has heard of sydney s involvement with scepter he s determined to keep the secretive widow at arm s length despite the attraction that burns between them but when she turns to him for help nothing will stop him from coming to her aid steamy and luscious my favorite kind of historical grace burrowes new york times bestselling author for dukes are forever a touching and tempestuous romance with all the ingredients regency fans adore gaelen foley new york times bestselling author for dukes are forever action suspense seduction library journal starred review for an inconvenient duke

**Lord Rogue 2022-05-20**

can one night with a stranger lead to a lifetime of love when regency miss dulcie tennant founds the charlotte society with her two dearest friends to help soldiers returning from the war she already has her very own hero in mind with the help of caroline and phoebe she begins her search for the officer her late brother has chosen for her to wed major lord raphael blackburn sits in a cell on the isle of wight awaiting punishment for his crimes the roguish earl who has earned the nickname raging rafe on the battlefield never expects to be rescued by a determined angel with big brown eyes flowing auburn curls and lips that are just begging to be kissed remembering the oath he swore to his dying friend rafe has no choice but to make dulcie his bride but he must still face his fate at dawn leaving them with only one night to fulfill their vows as husband and wife to honor her brother s wishes dulcie was willing to surrender herself to a loveless marriage but one night in rafe s arms tempts her to surrender not just her body but her heart book 3 of the regency series the charlotte society which includes lord temptation book 1 lord dare book 2 lord rogue book 3 rebecca hagan lee warms my heart and touches my soul she s a star in the making sabrina jeffries new york times bestselling author tender enthralling romance straight from the heart eloisa james new york times bestselling author rebecca hagan lee taps into every woman s fantasy christina dodd new york times bestseller rebecca hagan lee is a writer on the rise romantic times

**The Heather Moon (The Border Rogues Series, Book 3) 2014-04-05**

half scots and half gypsy beautiful tamsin armstrong boldly raids across the border with her kinsmen until she is captured and held hostage by william scott a laird with royal ties amid plots and counterplots tamsin and william discover a powerful attraction then fate thrusts them into a diabolical scheme to abduct the infant queen of scots and a grave danger that could destroy them all awarded a romantic times reviewer s choice award best medieval reviews a brilliantly woven tale of history and romance as lush as a tapestry romance fiction forum overflows with a masterful command of history a must for fans of scottish romances kathe robin romantic times king is a master storyteller rt book reviews the border rogues in series order the raven s wish the raven s moon the heather moon the celtic nights in series order the stone maiden the swan maiden the sword maiden laird of the wind other titles by susan king the black thorne s rose
Rogue Assassins 2020-09-01

rescue the queen don’t lose your heart when the queen of the fae is captured by a human hunter sorcha the queen’s youngest sister is convinced that her sister needs help unable to persuade her other high fae sisters to join her on a rescue mission she goes to the queen’s sire the high rogue for help bryn an apprentice serving the high rogue has been hoping to climb the ranks of the rogue fae when the high rogue’s untrained niece appears asking for help rescuing the queen bryn sees this as an opportunity and agrees to take on this mission with only days remaining before the wedding the unlikely pair set off on their mission but if sorcha can’t control her impulsive nature and bryn can’t stay one step ahead of the high rogue’s schemes the faerie queen will remain the captive of a power hungry human and fae magic will slowly fade away note this is a stand alone story that occurs alongside the events of the other books in the modern fae series

To Rescue A Rogue 2006-09-05

lady mara st bride has never backed down from a good adventure which was how she wound up roaming the streets of london in the middle of the night wearing nothing but a shift and corset beneath an old blanket luckily her brother’s oldest friend the devilishly sexy lord darius debenham answered her plea for help now she intends to repay the favor before he was wounded at waterloo dare had embraced everything life had to offer forever changed by the war he now believes nothing not even the interference of a lovely young minx like mara can rescue him from his demons but mara is determined to reignite his warm smile and enlists the help of all the rogues to offer dare a temptation he cannot resist

The Regent’s Daughter 2012-08-30

plaidy brings the regent period alive in this fabulous georgian series the marriage of the prince of wales to caroline of brunswick was strewn with private skirmish and public scandal yet it did bear a daughter princess charlotte heiress presumptive to the english throne the regent is still elegant though moving swiftly into corpulent middle age as his wife caroline remains determined to shock almost to the point of lunacy old george iii rambles on into the mists of his madness and stern queen charlotte sits at the centre of her web of domestic spies beneath them all sparkles charlotte much loved by her mother but kept distant by her father and grandmother ever bewildered by her bizarre collection of royal relatives charlotte grows up to be honest forthright and always certain of her destiny though an unfortunate twist of fate means it is never to occur

Romances: The regent’s daughter 1894

there was a name but the name was a myth the myth rode the tongues of ten billion men and ten times ten billion not men on ten thousand worlds and wherever the name was spoken it was with awe and respect citadel the secret name for the masters of space the creatures who ruled without office who served without reward citadel the deepest mystery and the greatest power of all the myriad stars wherever two creatures met in fear of oppression a silent cry to the men of that code
named organization rose in the birth of a new hope for the galaxy was citadel and the citadel was the galaxy

**The Regent's Daughter** 1845

immerse yourself in a world of intrigue and danger in a rogue's tragedy by bernard edward joseph capes this thrilling narrative masterfully interweaves love betrayal and redemption culminating in a breathtaking finale that will leave you reeling ready for an unforgettable journey secure your copy of a rogue's tragedy by bernard edward joseph capes today

**Romances: The regent's daughter** [attributed to L. Coualilhac] 1894

for years she worked for him and was loyal to a fault why did she let herself yearn for a man with whom she had no future as secretary at neale sons barristers an unusual occupation for a woman little surprised miss bronwyn cadby it was eight years ago that she dared to apply for the position and landon neale made her heart leap she was nothing if not grounded in reality and she was no blushing debutante bronwyn was many things smart witty and skilled with a dagger organized and clever she knew their secrets and was never caught off guard then it happened he asked her the one question for which she was ill prepared would she follow her mind or her heart as panic set in unsure how she should respond she did the one thing that made sense and bought some time and thus their journey began you'll love this friend to lovers regency romance because she's a woman whose one insecurity makes getting to the hea the adventure of a lifetime get it now for fans of sofie laporte sabrina jeffries sarah maclean tessa dare adele clee kate bateman stacy reid lynsay sands christi caldwell jess michaels minerva spencer julia quinn s m laviolette maggie dallen eva devon sofie jordan tammy andresen amanda quick meara plat lisa kleypas tracy sumner annabella anders eloisa james keywords regency romance spicy romance hot historical romance bridgerton royals and spies falling for the boss forbidden love

**Dumas' Romances: The regent's daughter. The black tulip** 1894

can she tame this charming rogue two years ago lively beauty eleanor pierce spied her dashing betrothed damon stafford viscount wrexham with his former mistress and furiously ended their engagement now the charming rake is back in london meddling in eleanor's affairs determined to stop another man from wooing and winning the woman he loves damon knows that claiming eleanor's heart is all that matters but this scandalously bold beauty means to beat him at his own game of romance and seduction a game he is ready and willing to lose a rouge regency romance

**Star Rogue** 2020-01-02

a rogue's tragedy by bernard capes published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to
forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each
good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers
and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high quality digital format

Romances: The Regent's daughter, and The black tulip 1897

from the author of the earl of hearts comes a regency romance celebrating the witty and romantic
world that fans of georgette heyer have fallen in love with lady emily sedgely separated from her
husband and bored to distraction after years of solitude in the wilds of yorkshire is stirred by a
sudden thirst for life and eagerly returns to london for the season back in the swirl of society she
quickly warms to the attentions of an ardent young frenchman until a chance encounter with baxter
her estranged husband leaves her as confused as ever about her heart s true longings baxter the
marquess of sedgely was given to dark moods and an uncertain temper that doomed his marriage
finding relief in travel he spent five years gallivanting the continent and has now returned to london
with a comely young mistress and a dangerous secret cavalier about his safety he discovers a far
greater concern for just one look at emily stirs a realization that while his life may be in danger it is
his heart that faces a more immediate peril when emily s young french suitor arouses suspicions
that he may not be all that he appears and a unknown assailant makes several attempts on baxter s
life the two are driven to protect each other and surrender to a passionate reawakening and neither
will rest until they are safely in the arms of the only person they ve ever loved this books was
originally published under the title lady delafont s dilemma

A ROGUE’S TRAGEDY 2022-10-13

from usa today bestselling author darcy burke your next regency obsession the pretenders set in
burke s popular world of the untouchables indulge in the saga of a trio of siblings who excel at being
something they re not can a dauntless bow street runner a devastated viscount and a disillusioned
society miss unravel their secrets book three a rogue to ruin anne pemberton was one of the season
s most popular young misses until her betrothed was arrested for extortion at their wedding now a
social pariah she can t help but think back to the dashing gentleman she met before the season
started though they spent several afternoons exploring east london together they never disclosed
their names they did however share a kiss and anne can t forget it or him former thief rafe blackwell
is now a respectable gentleman with one goal to take down the man who murdered his parents
reunited with anne their attraction still blazes strong and he can t let her get too close for his heart is
forever cold and his mission too desperate but when anne seeks to save him both emotionally and
physically he ll have to embrace the darkness or risk losing the only light he s ever known

Revealing a Rogue 2020-10-20

a young lady who wants to be an actress and a captain forced to resign his commission neither is
what he or she seems both carry the risk of ruin can they rescue each other and find happiness
together toss in an evil stepfather and any number of well meaning friends and who knows what will
happen note this was originally published as an nal signet traditional regency
To Romance a Charming Rogue: A Rouge Regency Romance
2012-04-14

thriller writing at its best thriller enthusiasts who relish the precise execution of an international thriller but who seek the psychological depth and believability of a protagonist who simultaneously fields professional and personal life challenges will find this a gripping story that's hard to put down midwest book review diane donovan regarding any means necessary one of the best thrillers i have read this year the plot is intelligent and will keep you hooked from the beginning the author did a superb job creating a set of characters who are fully developed and very much enjoyable i can hardly wait for the sequel books and movie reviews roberto mattos re any means necessary from 1 bestselling and usa today bestselling author jack mars author of the critically acclaimed luke stone and agent zero series with over 5 000 five star reviews comes an explosive new action packed thriller series that takes readers on a wild ride across europe america and the world after elite navy seal troy stark is forced into retirement for his dubious respect for authority his work in stopping a major terrorist threat to new york is noticed invited to join a secretive new international terrorist fighting organization troy must hunt down all threats to the u s that originate from overseas and preempt them by any means possible in rogue mission book 4 an isolated sex trafficking case leads troy to a vast underground network of organized crime in europe hundreds of women it seems are being trafficked and used to fund terrorist organizations in this high octane action thriller troy must uncover a vast web of crime protected at the highest levels and take on his most complex enemy yet an unputdownable action thriller with heart pounding suspense and unforeseen twists rogue mission is the fourth novel in an exhilarating new series by a 1 bestselling author that will have you fall in love with a brand new action hero and turn pages late into the night rogue shot book 5 is now also available

A rogue's tragedy 2023-07-09

a chance encounter late one night a captivating stranger's heady kiss and lady eleanor acton falls in love yet this fascinating rogue is entirely ineligible and now she fears blackmail will plunging headlong with leander campbell into mystery and intrigue break her heart must desire yield to honor and duty or can love find a way regency romance by julia ross writing as jean r ewing originally published by zebra

Married to a Rogue 2014-07-02

a powerful handsome rogue finally meets his match in gone with the rogue the second book in the first comes love series from bestseller amelia grey she had an acceptable marriage of convenience now widowed can this determined and beautiful mother find true and forever love the sinking of the salty dove took her husband's life but it didn't drown julia fairbright's courage to endure she creates a proper life for herself and her young son but now the ton's most notorious rogue is back and how he makes julia feel is anything but proper she can't deny the desires he awakens in her even though she knows that the handsome devil will surely break her heart garrett stockton owns a successful shipping company and is rumored to have a woman on every continent and half a dozen in england
the truth however is that garrett has but one mistress the wide open sea that is until he meets julia whose spirit of independence matches his own what begins as a flirtatious battle of wits turns far more passionate than either of them could have imagined suddenly garrett s only desire is to sail into the sunset with julia as his wife and young chatwyn his son but she won t take his hand how can he convince her that his love is real and his heart is hers a master storyteller affaire de coeur

A Rogue to Ruin 2021-02-23

can beauty tame the beast when they both face disgrace jago tremayne feels responsible for his part in ruining the debut of the lovely rowena penrose he wants nothing more than to make it up to her by offering her his heart but then disaster strikes his father demands that jago marry a girl he has not seen since they were children if he refuses he will be disinherited and who will look twice at a penniless rogue after enduring disgrace that she did not deserve rowena penrose has returned to cornwall far from the ballrooms of the ton suitable men are scarce except for jago tremayne he s called the rudest man in london but here at home he s beginning to grow on her he is blunt and graceless but also kind attentive and on the point of announcing his engagement to someone else rowena would never stand in the way of another young lady s happiness jago can t imagine courting anyone but rowena can the rudest man in london fight his way out of this coil before he finds himself waiting at the altar for the wrong woman the rogues of st just they may be the most shocking men in mayfair but their hearts are all too vulnerable at home charlotte henry is solidly on my keeper shelf delightful and sparkling jenny andersen author of the second chance heroes series charlotte henry is solidly on my keeper shelf with her first book delightful and sparkling jenny andersen author of the western heroes series

Captain Rogue 2014-02-07

a 2016 rt book reviews reviewers choice nominee for british isles set historical romance galen s talents soar in this delightful romance of a mismatched couple who are perfect for one another the pacing never flags the underlying mystery piques readers interest and the steamy love scenes keep the pages flying rt book reviews 4 5 stars top pick when the duke of lennox hires sir brook derring england s best investigator to find his daughter brook intends only to rescue the lady and return to his solitary life he deals with london s roughest criminals every day of the week surely he should be able to endure seeing his first love again the perfect girl who broke his heart lillian anne lennox has always done her best to live up to her father s standards of perfection at the cost of following her heart when she s kidnapped and her perfect life is shattered lila has another chance together lila and brook navigate not only the dark and deadly side of london but the chasm of pride and prejudice that divides them covent garden cubs series earls just want to have fun book 1 the rogue you know book 2 i kissed a rogue book 3

Rogue Mission (A Troy Stark Thriller—Book #4) 2023-08-15

kidnapped by a rogue the douglas legacy book 3 the douglas legacy the douglas sisters beauties all are used as pawns in their family s bitter struggle to control the scottish crown but when a douglas lass is in danger she ll find she s been left to face it alone kidnapped by a rogue after her brother s
dramatic fall from power and banishment for treason lady margaret's husband threw her out to save himself now her ambitious brother is back in scotland with the support of henry viii and a plan to again marry off his beautiful compliant sister to forge an alliance but margaret refuses to ever wed again and she's desperate to escape thanks to his roguish charm and skill with a sword finn sinclair gordon has managed to survive the treacherous waters between his parents rival clans until now to prove his loyalty finn must accept the unsavory task of taking the douglas chieftain's sister hostage oddly the lass doesn't offer much resistance though margaret knows better than to trust the devilishly handsome highland warrior who unwittingly provides her escape she struggles to fight the unexpected passion that ignites between them finn who likes women for a laugh and a night of pleasure is blindsided by his fierce desire for this steady lass with a kind heart they'll risk their lives to save each other and prevent a bloody clan war but will they risk their wounded hearts for love

Rogue's Reward 2015-04-28

a bundle of books 3 rogue target and 4 rogue mission in jack mars's troy stark thriller series a bestseller this bundle offers books three and four in one convenient file with over 150 000 words of reading in rogue target a new marvel of engineering is set to open with fanfare heralding a new era of technology and attracting heads of state for the grand opening although elite navy seal troy stark was forced into retirement for his dubious respect for authority his work in stopping a major terrorist threat to new york did not go unnoticed now part of a new secret international organization troy must hunt down all threats to the u.s. and preempt them overseas bending the rules if he has to but terrorists have their eyes on it too along with the high value targets attending and in this high octane action thriller troy stark may be the only person left standing between the terrorists and an event of mass destruction in rogue mission an isolated sex trafficking case leads troy to a vast underground network of organized crime in europe hundreds of women it seems are being trafficked and used to fund terrorist organizations in this high octane action thriller troy must uncover a vast web of crime protected at the highest levels and take on his most complex enemy yet unputdownable action thrillers with heart pounding suspense and unforeseen twists the troy stark thriller series is an exhilarating new series by a 1 bestselling author that will have you fall in love with a brand new action hero and turn pages late into the night future books in the series are also available

Gone With the Rogue 2020-04-28

sir callum sharp is the life and soul of the party if there are hijinks to be started callum will be both the fuse and the flame he is the man to keep things light when the rest of the noble lords musical quartet are ready to rip strips off one another no one can resist the charms of callum sharp least of all lady eliza follett the sister of his fellow noble lord musician reid she has held a place in her heart for callum since they were children but callum is too busy playing music for london's elite and then staying on to party hard to take notice of the luscious curves that eliza is desperate to offer up to him for reid follett that is how he wants it to stay the further callum is away from his sister the better the only things callum does take seriously are his music and his daily meeting with his father baron sharp but his life is suddenly rocked when he discovers that he is soon to lose his beloved sire he turns to the bottle to numb himself from the pain his life and his music spiral out of control the rest of the noble lords unaware of the tragedy unfolding give callum an ultimatum dry out or be kicked out of the group eliza however is determined to stand by her man and she offers to help him stay sober on the death of his father callum is consumed with grief and eliza soon discovers that her love alone
is not enough to save him only by opening his heart to her can he find his way back reid stands between them determined that his sister will not marry callum callum now faces the bitter choice between his brothers in music and the woman he loves either way he loses deep divisions within the group split wide open and callum and reid face off against one another each knowing that this may well spell the end of the noble lords can the resolute heart of one woman save england s hottest music group from tearing itself apart the noble lords stories of war scarred english lords who are bad boy musicians and the women who dare to love them

The Rogue Not Taken 2019-10-31

surrounded by highlander brothers and cousins shauna macleod is used to big and burly men thinking they re in charge the visiting american ship captain is a breath of fresh air and a welcome distraction from her daily duties at the macleod dock office even if his past seems to hold more secrets than the sea captain robert henderson has his share of complications waiting for him when he returns to new orleans so he knows he needs to stay away from shauna until he s managed to uncomplicate his life no matter how tempting she is her overprotective family certainly helps him keep his distance but when shauna s abducted and thrown aboard a ship bound for the barbary slave trade robert races the four winds to find her before she s lost to him forever

I Kissed a Rogue 2016-03-01

they re here they ride the four horsemen of the apocalypse born of a match between good and evil four siblings stand between hell s minions and everything they want to destroy they are the lords of deliverance and they have the power to ward off doomsday or let it ride rogue rider jillian cardiff came to this remote mountain town to forget the demon attack that almost killed her instead she rescues and falls for a gorgeous stranger who has no memory of anything other than his name handsome charming and protective reseph seems like the kind of man whom jillian can trust but with hints of a troubling history of his own he s also the kind of man who can be very dangerous reseph may not know why he mysteriously appeared in jillian s life but he knows he wants to stay yet when jillian s neighbors are killed and demon hunters arrive on the scene reseph fears that he s putting jillian in danger and once it s revealed that reseph is also pestilence the horseman responsible for ravaging the world he and jillian must face the greatest challenge of all can they forget the horrors of a chilling past to save the future they both desire

KIDNAPPED BY A ROGUE 2018-07-09

the sage encyclopedia of higher education demonstrates the impact higher education has had on global economies and universities across the world

Troy Stark Thriller Bundle: Rogue Target (#3) and Rogue Mission (#4) 2024-03-06
only she could redeem him he was tall and dark with eyes as blue as cobalt in a glittering london ballroom miss hester leighton saw a man who interested her more than anyone she d met since coming to town a woman of deep faith hester knew she should not keep company with major gerrit hawkes a jaded penniless soldier haunted by nightmares of war but their connection would not be denied hester was the only woman who d ever made gerrit feel truly worthy of love and he would not lose her separated from her by her father and an ocean gerrit must decide whether he will risk his life and his soul to earn a home in hester s arms forever

A Seductive Rogue for Lady Eliza 2017-06-26

the scandal of the season must be stopped

Rogue of the High Seas 2012-11-20

ethan damont s legendary gambling skills have earned him a place at the gaming tables of london s most exclusive homes he has used his dubious place in society to aid the liar s club but his latest favor to the group has not only put his life in danger it has thrown him together with the woman who tempts him to forgo his rakish ways lady jane pennington is the ravishing niece of a suspected traitor now it s ethan s job to discover if the woman he finds irresistible is naïve to her uncle s deceit or guilty of treason against the crown jane can barely wait for the season to end until she meets ethan damont after a humiliating first encounter jane expects a scoundrel like ethan to joke at her expense instead he behaves like a perfect gentleman but just as jane finds herself overcome by her desire for ethan he takes her captive suddenly she is pulled into a dangerous world where it s impossible to know who is friend and who is foe will ethan prove to be her undoing or the love she has always longed for

Rogue Rider 2020-05-21

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Higher Education 2008-02-01

The Rogue's Redemption 2023-03-30

A Rogue For The Dutiful Duchess (Mills & Boon Historical) 2007-04-01
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